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merged into a joint authority known as the French Committee
of National Liberation. This new committee, broader in base
and with more military power at its command, could now
make a more plausible claim to be the spokesman for France.
But diplomatically it was still given very limited recognition,
as merely the body sadministering French territories oversea
which recognize its authority*.
The merger was an uneasy one, and after prolonged
manoeuvres Giraud was ousted from the committee in April
1944. Henceforth General de Gaulle alone headed the
authority which, with the addition of the Provisional Con-
sultative Assembly set up in 1943 in Algiers, was to move to
France as the Provisional Government. What explains his
steady ascendancy? Partly, it was his own persistent faith that
he had a mission to liberate France under the Cross of
Lorraine; even more, it was that he steadily won the adherence
and active support of the organized resistance movements
inside France. On 23 June 1942 the National Council of
Resistance inside France, representing the main underground
movements of resistance, entered into a formal agreement with
de Gaulle. His name was widely known in France through the
British Broadcasting Corporation. The National Council of
Resistance was represented on the Provisional Consultative
Assembly in Algiers, w^here the opinions and aspirations of the
internal resistance groups greatly affected the plans of the
National Committee. Its President, Georges Bidault, was to
become Foreign Minister in the Provisional Governments.
The elaborate plans of procedure for restoring republican
government in France after liberation were discussed at length
and with considerable heat in Algiers. When the time came to
implement them they were of little importance, for there had
to be much improvisation. Municipal and general councils
were reconstituted wherever possible, but purged of col-
laborationist elements. Equal deference was paid to the local
'committees of liberation5, self-constituted bodies of local
resisters. Efforts to establish rather tenuous and fictitious
strands of legal continuity gave way to an admittedly Jacobin
theory: that there must be early general elections to express the

